Characters

Hero (M/F)

-

An arrogant and confident crime fighter.

Villain (M/F)

-

An arrogant and confident criminal.

Goon (M)

-

A big and scary male who doesn’t act or sound too bright.

Mistress (F)

-

A beautiful and seductive female. Wears a blond wig.

Note: These characters are meant to be portrayed and played like old-time caricatures. They should be performed
“over-the-top” to heighten their change of character as the play progresses.

Scene 1 – Indoors
(At rise, Villain is center stage right and Hero is center stage left. Goon stands to
one side of Villain and Mistress stands to his other side. In the center is a table with
a remote-controlled toy such as a copter or other flying craft.)
Villain:

(to Hero) I didn’t kill you. Want to know why?

Hero:

Because you lost your nerve? Guilty conscience? You have an allergic reaction to the
idea of killing a government agent?

Villain:

No, you arrogant contract employee, it’s because I wanted you to have the pleasure of
watching me destroy your beloved hometown.

Hero:

You’re going to attack Crested Butte, Colorado?

Villain:

Crusted what?

Mistress:

(to Hero) You’re from Crested Butte? Did you know Milfred at the post office?

Hero:

Oh, yeah, Milfred. She was so nice…

Villain:

No! I’m going to destroy your current hometown of Washington D.C. not some no-name
town in Colorado.

Hero:

It’s a butte.

Villain:

Yes it is but it won’t be beautiful for long because I will make it a pile of hypocritical
rubble. You’ll be up to your Colorado butt with pain and devastation and I’m going to do
it all with this…
(Villain picks up the RC toy and everyone gasps.)

Hero:

Wait a minute! You’re going to annihilate an entire city with an RC toy?

Goon:

(to Villain) Careful with that boss!
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Villain:

This little toy–as you call it–is anything but a simple craft. It has been carefully outfitted
to carry an X72.

Mistress:

(gasps) What’s an X72?

Goon:

I think it’s a bus route in Chicago.

Hero:

No! It’s a suitcase nuke!

Villain:

That’s right. A nuclear device small enough to fit into a suitcase but with enough power
to destroy six square blocks. (carefully puts down the craft)

Mistress:

Does it come in designer colors?

Villain:

(ignoring Mistress) This little baby and several more just like her have been designed to
carry small bombs undetected into the city limits. By this time tomorrow, scores of these
little flyers will drop bombs all over the capital of corruption and America will fall to its
knees.
(Villain starts to laugh an evil laugh. He looks at Mistress and Goon who join him
in faking a laugh. Hero then also begins to laugh. Villain drags a hand across his
throat to signal Mistress and Goon to stop laughing which they do but Hero keeps
laughing.)

Villain:

(to Hero) Hey! What are you laughing at?

Hero:

Don’t you know, you fool? You can’t win. Evil never wins. I am the hero and you are the
villain and it is my destiny to triumph over you.

Villain:

Oh yeah? Ever see Chinatown?

Hero:

No, I usually stay downtown.

Villain:

The Usual Suspects? Brazil? No Country for Old Men?

Goon:

There’s only young bad guys in Brazil?

Villain:

No, you idiots. Those are all movies, movies where the bad guy wins.

Mistress:

(primping) Are we in a movie?

Hero:

Well, you’ve been watching the wrong movies because you won’t win this one. I will
have to ruin your plans and destroy you in some horrible way like throwing you into a
vat of boiling acid.

Villain:

We don’t have any vats of acid here.

Hero:

Small buckets of laundry detergent?

Villain:

No buckets.

Hero:

Alright, then, I will just have to throw you into a pressure chamber and set the controls
to ridiculously extreme and watch you expand until you blow up like a faulty diaper.

Mistress:

Eww!

Villain:

We have no need for pressure chambers.

Hero:

Giant rotating drill?

Villain:

No.

Hero:

A pool of sharks? Piranhas? Pack of wild dogs? Severed electric power cables? A boot
with untied shoelaces?

Villain:

No. (beat) Why don’t you just keep it simple and shoot me?

Hero:

Oh yeah. (reaches for his gun)

Villain:

Oh, that’s right. I took your gun. (laughs) And don’t bother looking for your blow-up
pen, or trying to launch a cigarette with your RPG lighter, or engaging your magnetic
dress-unzipping watch. I took them all!

Mistress:

Oh my! Could you at least give him the watch back?

Hero:

(to Villain) I don’t need any of those things to defeat you.

Villain:

But it’s not me you have to worry about. (looks at Goon while pointing to Hero) Get
him, hurt him, and then kill him.

Goon:

Yes, boss.
(Goon walks to Hero and takes a swing at him but misses.)

Hero:

You’re going to have to do better than that, big boy!
(Goon takes a swing with the other hand but misses again. Hero tries to punch
Goon in the stomach but ends up hurting his hand instead.)

Hero:

What do they feed you?

Goon:

I’m on the paleo diet.

Hero:

(still nursing hand) That would explain quite a bit.

Goon:

You die now.
(Goon grabs Hero’s throat and chokes him/her)

Hero:

(with difficulty) You mind if I ask you something?

Goon:

Sure. You ask. I kill. (shakes Hero)

Hero:

(with greater difficulty) How… much… does… he… pay… you?

Goon:

(stops choking Hero and lets go) Plenty. (raises arms as if to crush Villain)

Hero:

And when’s the last time you actually got paid?

Goon:

(freezes, thinks a moment, then turns to Villain) Hey! I haven’t been paid in over six
months!

Villain:

Well, we’ve had a bit of a cash flow problem. You know, it costs money to steal nuclear
weapons and to retrofit these little flying beauties. I’ve got a big warehouse to maintain
and then there’s the cost of all those batteries, remote-control units, security devices,
internet bills, cappuccino machines. (looks at Mistress) Tell him!

Mistress:

The boss has been pilfering all his money to pay for his gambling debts and said you
were too stupid to notice you weren’t being paid.

Goon:

Hey!

Villain:

Listen to me! When this wonderfully evil plan of mine is completed, I will have more
money than ever before. I will pay you double and give you back pay as well. Whatever
you want!

Goon:

Want to be paid now! Your plan will not work anyway.

Villain:

What?

Goon:

(without a change of tone) Your plutonium primary leaks and your centrifuge process is
producing a U-235 enrichment of only two percent which is inefficient for creating a
supercritical reaction in the secondary.
(Everyone stares at Goon)
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Goon:

What? I got advanced degrees in physics.
(Everyone is still staring.)

Goon:

A guy has to have long hair and speak in a bad German accent or dress like he’s stuck in
the ’50s with a pocket protector to be smart?

Villain:

OK, smart guy. Do your job and kill the agent.

Goon:

No. No pay, no kill. I am on strike!

Villain:

What? You can’t go on strike. You don’t even have a union.

Mistress:

I haven’t been paid either.

Villain:

You don’t get a salary. You’re just supposed to stand by my side and look pretty.

Mistress:

Well, no more. Do you know how hard it is to try and make you look good? (joins Goon
at his side) We are making a union.

Villain:

What?

Mistress:

And as President of the… Oh, we never voted. All in favor of making me president say
“aye” like I just did.

Goon:

Aye.

Villain:

Nay. I vote Nay. In fact, I veto this vote. Now get back…

Mistress:

You’re not in the union. (clears throat) As President of the United Association of Evil
Lackeys, I proclaim that we are officially on strike!
(Mistress and Goon chant “No, no, we won’t go” or something similar.)

Hero:

(to Villain) Well, there you have it. Your weapons won’t work and neither will your
hired help. You couldn’t destroy a park bench now and I didn’t even need a vat of acid or
my secret decoder ring to stop you.

Villain:

(throwing a fit to Mistress and Goon) Stop it. Stop it! Come back to work right now,
you hear me? I demand that you return to work and help me destroy the world. I’ll throw
in paid vacations and profit sharing. Just please come back!
(Mistress and Goon change their chant to “No more mean till we see the green!”)

Hero:

(to Villain) You’re through! Give it up!

Villain:

Not just yet (grabs the remote control) I have outfitted my device with a miniature
laser ray gun. (lifts the craft into the air) I will kill all of you!
(Villain sends the craft flying around the theater in pursuit of Mistress, Goon, and
Hero. Great chaos and mayhem ensue. Suddenly, the craft just falls and stops
working. Villain chases after it and retrieves it.)

Villain:

What happened? My special bomb-dropping laser-shooting vehicle of major devastation
and social reconstruction has died!

Mistress:

Did you put fresh batteries in it?

Villain:

What? I thought that was your job.

Mistress:

(mocking him) I thought I was just supposed to look pretty.

Villain:

(to Mistress and Goon) Alright, look! I will give both of you whatever you want if
you’ll just help me get rid of this agent and fix my toys of terror so we can all just get on
with the business of causing disruption and suffering for the bad of all mankind.

Goon:

Without weapons, your production of methods of disruption for the purpose of
increasing unearned profits will result in significant financial losses and the inability to
offer any kind of sustainable income to your employees.
(Everyone stares at Goon)

Goon:

What? Can’t a guy read the Economist in his time off?

Mistress:

He’s right. Your goose is cooked.

Hero:

(to Goon and Mistress) You know, my agency could use strong, smart, and resourceful
people like you.
(Goon walks to Villain and grabs him by the collar.)

Villain:

What are you doing?

Goon:

I’ve decided that job security is more important than the empty fame and fortune you
promised. I’m going to be a secret agent and you’re going to be my first bad captured
guy. Come on!

Villain:

What? No!
(Goon drags Villain offstage. After he is gone, Mistress removes her blond wig and
changes her tone.)

Mistress:

(to Hero) Nice work, agent!

Hero:

Thanks, Chief. To tell you the truth, when you gave me this assignment, I wasn’t sure we
could pull it off.

Mistress:

That’s why we hired our best agent.

Hero:

Yeah, about that. I haven’t had a performance review and a raise in over six months.

Mistress:

Times are tough. Federal funding has been cut, all those fancy gadgets cost money, and
health care costs are going through the roof.

Hero:

I suppose I need to get in touch with my union rep.
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Mistress:

It’s time for you to get on to your next assignment. Come on!
(Hero starts chanting “Oh no, I won’t go”. Mistress crosses her arms for a few
moments then taps Hero on the shoulder.)

Mistress:

Need I remind you that you are a federal employee? Do you remember what happened to
the air traffic controllers who went on strike in the 80s?

Hero:

(thinks for a moment) Well, then. Where to, boss?

Mistress:

New England. Some clandestine organization is trying to pass off counterfeit clams.
Could destroy the economy of the entire northeast.

Hero:

Not to mention the loss of good clam chowder. Let’s go.
(Hero and Mistress exit.)
CURTAIN

